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Abstract
Socialactionissituatedinﬁeldsthataresimultaneouslycomposedofinterpersonaltiesandrelationsamongorgani-
zations, which are both usefully characterized as social networks. We introduce a novel approach to distinguishing
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structures. We illustrate differences in probabilistic attachment processes in network evolution that link on the
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This allows us to identify a set of important new micro-macro linkages between local behavior in networks and
global network properties. The analytic strategy thus puts in place a methodology for Predictive Social Cohesion
theory to be developed and tested in the context of informal and formal organizations and organizational ﬁelds.
We also show how organizations and ﬁelds combine at different scales of cohesive depth and cohesive breadth.
Operational measures and results are illustrated for three organizational examples, and analysis of these cases
suggests that different structures of cohesive subsets and overlaps may be predictive in organizational contexts
and similarly for the larger ﬁelds in which they are embedded. Useful predictions may also be based on feedback
from level of cohesion in the larger ﬁeld back to organizations, conditioned on the level of multiconnectivity to the
ﬁeld.
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1. Introduction
Although many authors employ metaphors that highlight transitions from networks to orga-
nizations,suchdistinctionscanmissthepointthatorganizationsarecomposedofnetworks.
These networks operate at multiple levels within and across organizations, and include net-
works of ideas and classiﬁcations, networks of overlapping groups, interpersonal networks,
contractual networks, or production chains (to list but a few). The idea that organiza-
tions emerge within social ﬁelds constituted by networks is also conveyed by metaphors
such as “networks into organizations” or “markets from networks” (White, 2002). A little-
consideredimplicationofthelatterconceptionsoforganizationalemergenceisthepossibil-
ity that purely relational data may embody some of the distinctive features of organizations
and ﬁelds. In principle, observations on network ties may provide a route for the a priori
identiﬁcation of organizations and ﬁelds.
Organizational theory has embraced network concepts but in a potentially limiting man-
ner. Our aim here is to situate network ideas, particularly those on social embedded-
ness, within the wider concept of an organizational ﬁeld (Bourdieu, 1992; DiMaggio and
Powell, 1983). This effort will help frame the relevance of networks to organization theory
and create a larger frame in which to theorize the interface between organizations and their
external environments. Our core insight is that both organizations and ﬁelds emerge from
relational networks, and that different micro-behavioral or attachment processes, once es-
tablished, structure those networks in predictable ways. The structures that are predictably
emergent in these networks react back on behavior in organizations and ﬁelds in a process
of continuous restructuration that is partly predictable but also involves transformations or
transitions that will not appear locally predictable to network actors. The understanding of
these dynamical feedbacks and tipping points represents a neglected area of organizational
theory.
1.1. Organizations and Fields
Formalorganizationsareenduringstructurescharacterizedbylegitimateauthorityrelations
and mutual rights and obligations among members (Weber, 1968; Leaf, 2004). These struc-
turescoordinateproduction(Chandler,1977),transactions(Coase,1937),informationﬂows
(March and Simon, 1958; Stinchcombe, 1990), the purposes and consent levels of individ-
ual participants (Barnard, 1938; Simon, 1947) and, we contend, the network connections
among the people and groups occupying them.
Fields structure inter-organizational relations in an equally distinctive fashion. Institu-
tional ﬁelds are supra-organizational transactional linkages that conﬁgure the search and
regulation systems that govern the interpretation and actions of both organizational and in-
dividual participants through formal precepts and monitoring, normative patterns of action,
and taken-for-granted cognitive schemas (Powell and DiMaggio, 1991). Several theorists
havelinkedaconceptionofﬁeldstotiesamongdiverseparticipantsinanactivity(Bourdieu,
1992; Sewell, 1992). When placed in the context of the evolution of inter-organizational
networks, this conceptualization suggests the reciprocally structuring effects of relational
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We contend that organizations, which formally structure relationships among individu-
als and collectivities to achieve particular goals, are often characterized by differentiated
cohesive groups whose overlaps can draw disparate units and activities closer together.
In contrast, ﬁelds are commonly organized by more integrative, nested, and searchable
topologies where different levels of cohesive embeddings represent both steps on a ladder
of integration into the ﬁeld and windows for search within it.
Inthefollowingsections,wedevelopthesepropositionsintermsofnetworktheoriesabout
links between micro-dynamics of attachments in networks and more macro structures of
cohesive embeddedness before distinguishing different network topologies of cohesion and
offeringtwopropositionsaboutthestructuralcorrelatesoforganizationsandﬁelds.Finally,
we illustrate our concepts and models with research ﬁndings from informal social events,
at one level, professional activities (coauthorships) at another and contractual networks in
the biotechnology industry at a third level. These collectivities—networks of interacting
individuals,groupsofindividuals,andnetworksoforganizations—beardistinctiveimprints
of both ﬁelds and organizations.
1.2. Deﬁning Fields and Organizations as Networks
To make these propositions more precise, we must ﬁrst deﬁne ﬁelds and organizations
as networks. A network as a formal construction is a set of nodes and one or more sets
of ties. Ties may include sets of edges that correspond to unordered pairs of nodes or
directed edges called arcs deﬁned by ordered pairs. We will introduce a formal deﬁnition
of structural cohesion as a property of network structure (Moody and White, 2003) that is
directly measurable and yields powerful predictions about the behavior and dynamics of
networks, organizations and ﬁelds.
In structural terms, organizational networks are distinguished by internal ties that tend
to have more cohesive boundaries as compared to the more extensive and less cohesive
overall networks that include their external ties. The cohesive subsets within the organiza-
tional boundaries help deﬁne differences in their scale, power, and relationship to groups
of individuals that occupy and link them. Systems of ideas, values, and normative roles
attach to organizations by virtue of relatively stable and cohesive interactions among their
members. Individuals, however, will typically belong to multiple organizations and sub-
groups within them, and to various afﬁnity groups. Thus interpersonal connections may
cross organizational boundaries in addition to spanning internal divisions. If it is partly
the cohesion of interactive ties within organizations that tends to give a highly ordered—
even if ﬂuidly changeable—structure. It must be remembered that organizations interact
purposefully within changing environments.
At their simplest, ﬁelds are also networks of interactions that may be modeled by
arcs, edges and nodes that change over time. Fields are those networks that emerge as
structured and structuring environments for organizational and individual participants.
To understand organizational dynamics we need to look with equal care to the exter-
nal ties of organizations within those changing environments. In short, while we treat
the network instantiations of organizations and ﬁelds as distinctive for the purposes of
clarity, a more realistic approach asks how intra and inter-organizational relations98 WHITE ET AL.
interact dynamically to co-constitute coordination mechanisms for both organizations and
ﬁelds.
2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Social Embeddedness
Embeddedness (Granovetter, 1985, 1992) is a central concept in economic sociology and
one of the most commonly cited ideas in the networks literature. It provides a helpful
foundation to our work on structural cohesion. Within the context of richly differentiated
networks,social,political,economic,andfamilialrelationscanprovideinterlockingconﬁg-
urations of multiplex and cohesive support for one another. Embeddedness, as formulated
by Granovetter (1985), is a property of structures in which actors that are integrated in co-
hesive clusters or multiplex relations of social networks face different sets of opportunities
and constraints than those who lack such connections or encumbrances. Granovetter (1992,
p. 33) delineates the key division between “local” and “structural” embeddedness:
“Embeddedness” refers to the fact that economic action and outcomes, like all social
action and outcomes, are affected by actors’ dyadic (pairwise) relations and by the
structure of the overall network of relations. As a shorthand, I will refer to these as
the relational and the structural aspects of embeddedness. (italics in original.)
He further speciﬁes (p. 35) his understanding of structural embeddedness as the degree
to which actors are involved in cohesive groups:
[T]o the extent that a dyad’s mutual contacts are connected to one another, there is
more efﬁcient information spread about what members of the pair are doing, and thus
better ability to shape behavior. Such cohesive groups are better not only at spreading
information,butalsoatgeneratingnormative,symbolic,andculturalstructuresthataffect
our behavior.
2.2. From Embeddedness to Cohesion
Granovetter’sdescriptionofstructuralembeddednesssuggeststhatorganizationaltheorists’
attention should focus on identifying cohesive subsets in social networks. While the crucial
mathematicalconceptforemergentcohesivesubsetsinnetworkswasdiscoveredbyMenger
(1927), a central element missing in most social and natural science network studies has
been an adequate theoretical conception and measurement of the concept, which we term
structural cohesion (Moody and White, 2003). Structural cohesion has two distinct but
deeplyequivalentfacets.Oneiscohesionviak-node-connectivity:anetworkisk-connected
when it is invulnerable to disconnection by removal of fewer than k of its members. “A
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the group, would disconnect the group” (Moody and White, 2003, p. 109). More formally
(White and Harary, 2001), a maximal set S with respect to a property P is one for which
every broader set containing S lacks property P, and a k-component is a maximal subgraph
of a graph G that is k-connected. When we use the term multiconnectivity we are referring
to k-connected graphs, their k-components, and the fact that all nodes in a k-component are
k-connected.
The other facet that makes membership in k-components an appropriate, strong and
scalable measure of network cohesion is that Menger proved that a group with structural
cohesion k (members of a k-component) has at least k node-independent paths between
every pair of members, and vice versa. Paths are node-independent if they have only the
start and end nodes in common, so that multiconnectivity implies additive strength of re-
dundant ties between pairs of nodes with a cohesiveness proportional to the number of their
node-independentpaths.Becauseitspeciﬁesaformalidentitybetweenakeystructuralchar-
acteristic of graphs and a basic property of network traversal redundancy, graph theorists
regard Menger’s theorems of k-connectivity as one of their half-dozen or so most funda-
mental discoveries (Harary, 1969; Diestel, 2002, p. 55). We use the term multi-connected
for a pair of nodes or a graph whose k-connectedness is 2 or more.
The identiﬁcation of structurally cohesive groups and their nesting in a network is de-
terministic, with a result that assigns each node to one or more k-components (Harary,
1969). The k-components of a graph are partially ordered: Any k-component with k > 1
hasaunique(k−1)-componentwhosenodesincludethoseofthek-component.Inaddition
to k-components there are further levels of structural embeddedness wherever clusters are
separated within a k-component after removal of k of its nodes. Moody and White (2003)
provide a tractable algorithm (also implemented in NetMiner, 2004, p. 15) for enumerating
cohesive sets, including k-components, by levels of embedding.
Whether structural cohesion and embeddedness matter—their consequences and
antecedents—has been investigated under the rubric of Predictive Social Cohesion (PSC)
theory, which predicts a wide range of consequences. The theoretical and empirical impli-
cations of this formalization for social life were examined in Moody and White (2003),
who found it to be successful net of other factors in predicting school attachment in high
schoolsandcoordinatedpoliticalactionamongﬁrmsintheFortune500.Powelletal.(2004)
draw on PSC theory for hypotheses about the formation of contracts in the evolution of the
biotech industry. Brudner and White (1997) use PSC theory to predict and validate social
class membership at the community level. Structural cohesion should matter to individuals
and groups because it scales the linkage of speciﬁc actors to one another, facilitates the
ﬂow of information and exchange through multiple channels, allows the cross-checking of
information as a basis for establishing reliability and trust, and supports the robustness of
social groups and their adaptive resilience through multiconnectivity.
2.3. Co-Evolution of Organizations and Fields as Networks
2.3.1. The Effect of Micro-Dynamics. How attachments are made in networks (micro-
dynamics;seealsoSnijders,2001;Robinsetal.,inpress)structuresnetworktopologywhich
in turn alters the opportunity space, constraints and perception of network environments,100 WHITE ET AL.
therebyreactsbackonmicro-behavioranddynamics.Hereweputtheselinksinthecontext
of organizations and ﬁelds, then examine probability models of micro-dynamics and their
various effects on network topology. The reader wishing to avoid technical detail may skip
over these probability models, but the regularities summarized here form the basis for the
propositions that follow.
To illustrate how network dynamics, the structure of ﬁelds and the behavior of actors or
organizations co-inﬂuence one another, we (1) take ﬁeld structure as the larger (‘macro’)
environment of organizational and actor (‘micro’) behavior, (2) focus on network dynam-
ics as the key to their co-evolution, and (3) develop insights from prior research on the
cohesive properties of networks. This approach allows us to frame some of the linkages
by which micro-macro co-evolution proceeds. Changing patterns of network ties congeal
into emergent structures and these emergent forms shape future tie formation in deﬁn-
able ways. Institutionalized groupings may become more stable over time, both at the
ﬁeld, ‘macro’, level and the organizational or ‘micro’ level of actors occupying positions
in network neighborhoods. As such, a view of organizations and ﬁelds as simultaneously
emerging from and shaping the networks of relationships reprises Coase’s (1937) classic
insight that ﬁrms and markets offer alternate means to coordinate the complex transactions
required for production (see White, 2002). Organizations and ﬁelds, in our view, repre-
sent complementary mechanisms that structure patterns of relations. Organizations as more
purposive, authority driven instrumentalities. Fields are looser, with fewer constraints on
interaction, and both give and regulate access to resources and information external to
organizations.
2.3.2. Random, Degree-Biased and Mixed Graphs. To conceptualize the link between
networkdynamicsandtopology,webeginwiththreeprobabilisticmodelsofhowsuccessive
attachments may be generated in networks with a ﬁxed number N of nodes and a growing
numbermofedges.Allthreearetwo-stagemodelswithaﬁxedprobability P(u) =1/(N−1)
thatnodeu willbeoneofthetwonodesinanewattachment.Theydifferintheprobabilities
ofu attachingtoasecondnode,v  =u.Inequiprobableattachment(Erd¨ osandR´ enyi,1961)
the attachment probability is constant for all v,s othat PE(v) = 1/(N −1). These are called
random graphs because a tie between any pair of nodes where u  =v is equiprobable. In
degree-biased attachment the probability of an attachment from u to v is proportional to
the number of existing links of node vd (of degree dv), PD(vd) ∼ dv +ε, where 0 <ε  1
serves to start the process from a graph with no edges. In mixed attachment, PM(v) ∼
dv + A+ε,s othat PM(v) ≈ PD(v)i fA = ε   1, and PM(v) ≈ PE(v)a sA goes to inﬁnity
(Dorogovtsev and Mendes, 2003).
2.3.3. Random Graph Topologies. The network topologies of the random graph and the
degree-biased graph differ markedly. As the number m of edges in an equiprobable graph
grows, the expected topology changes as m goes from 0 to N/2 from a graph with small
disconnected subgraphs that grow linearly in number with m to one with a single large
component that dominates the others in size (Erd¨ os and R´ enyi, 1961). The large component
grows much more rapidly as m goes from N/2 edges to N edges, following an expected
growthcurvethatislogisticorS-shaped.Bythetimethatm = N,almostallrandomgraphs
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As the number m of edges grows from N to 2N,afurther sigmoid transition occurs for
the growth of the largest bicomponent, which almost invariably develops within the giant
component, as Moody (2003, p. 38) shows by simulation. As m grows larger, successive
k-components must form, and as they grow large they are almost always members of
the largest (k − 1)-component. Thus, this nested form of a single cohesive hierarchy is a
characteristic outcome even of purely random interaction. This has implications for our
argument regarding co-evolution of macro-micro-levels, as between global structural and
local behavioral properties of networks.
2.3.4. Mixed Graph Topologies. A mixed attachment process has a variable proportion of
random edges. The growth in number of random edges generates a subgraph that follows
random graph evolution of k-components. For real-world networks, a higher proportion of
random ties, averaging over graphs with other attachment processes, translates to a higher
probability of a single dominating hierarchy of large k-components. This largest cohesive
hierarchy of a network with a high proportion of random ties may become a collective,
self-organized entity. To the extent that ﬁelds have fewer constraints than organizations,
and more attachments that are random, their networks will have a greater tendency to form
a single cohesive hierarchy among the largest k-components and the ‘giant’ connected
component will tend to span the network when the number of edges exceeds the number
of nodes. These properties of random graphs provide the motivation for deﬁning a network
topology of ‘mono-cones’ (Section 3.1) that contrasts with what is expected in the case of
degree-biased graphs. In the mixed attachment probability model, networks are generated
where if A ≈ 0 the expected exponent α of the power-law degree distribution approaches 3
asymptotically from below as N goes to inﬁnity (Barab´ asi, 2003; proven by Bollob´ as and
Riordan, 2003) but as A > 0 grows larger, α decreases.
2.3.5. Degree-Biased Graph Topologies. Barab´ asi (2002, 2003) popularized preferential
attachmenttodegreeasadynamicmodelforlargenetworks.Adegreedistributionissaidto
followapowerlawiftheprobabilityofhavingk neighborsisapproximatedby p(k) ∼ k−α.
The exponent α is estimated as the linear slope in a scatterplot with log k (number of
neighbors) on the x axis and log Nk (number of nodes with k neighbors) on the y axis.
Degree-biased graphs generate histograms of degree frequency that follow a power-law,
wherethe‘fattails’ofthedistributioncorrespondtonetwork‘hubs’withdegreefrequencies
orders of magnitude larger than expected in a random graph with the same mean degree.
In degree-biased graphs the common sets of nodes attached to multiple hubs tend to form
larger multiple overlapping cohesive hierarchies. Only when the power-law exponent is in
the range 2–2.3 do the hubs tend to connect to form a single cohesive hierarchy (Adamic
et al., 2003). White and Johansen (2004) found that the degree-biased graphs with power-
law exponents between 2–3 listed by Barab´ asi (2003) tend to have exponents in the 2–2.3
rangeoncethosewithbroken-scaleslopesareremoved(e.g.,differentexponentsforEnglish
wordco-occurrencesforhigh-vs.low-frequencywords).Thismayindicateselectivebiases
in the real-world evolution of networks. These networks, within the 2–2.3 range, are also
orders of magnitude larger on average than those with exponents between 1 and 2, which
are expected to have ‘multi-cone’ typologies (Section 2.4).102 WHITE ET AL.
2.3.6. Locally-Biased Attachments. Mixed probability models may also include local at-
tachment biases (Rapoport, 1957) such as reciprocity, transitivity, or co-parent/co-child
biases (two nodes with directed links to the same other having a tendency to attach). Evi-
denceofsuchbiasescanbederivedfromatriadcensus(BatageljandMrvar,2001;Davisand
Leinhardt, 1972). Locally-biased attachments are ever-present within organizational net-
works, and mixes involving pervasive locally-biased attachments along with random and
degree biases commonly inﬂect degree distributions away from power-law distributions or
lower the exponent, thereby altering the global network topology.
2.3.7. Assortative Mixing Attachments. Another potential micro-macro linkage for net-
work structure derives from the extent to which degree values correlate over edges, i.e.,
assortative or disassortative mixing by degree. Characteristic negative or positive degree
correlations, according to Newman and Park (2003), are one of the more signiﬁcant dis-
tinctions between social and nonsocial networks. They contrast assortative mixing in social
networks, enabling community formation, with the disassortative mixing common to tech-
nological and biological networks, where high-degree nodes have a higher probability of
attaching to nodes of low degree (Maslov et al., 2002; Amaral et al., 2000). In assortative
mixing,incontrast,nodeswithhigherdegreehavehigherprobabilityofconnectingtoother
nodes of higher degree, controlling for expected probabilities given the nodal degree dis-
tribution. The topological inﬂection expected from positive degree correlations (assortative
mixing) is towards a single large ‘mono-cone’ cohesive hierarchy.
2.3.8. Arbitrary Degree-Distribution Biases and the Study of Searchability. Newman’s
et al. (2001) generating function method allows the simulation and measurement of the size
anddistributionofk-componentsforarandomgraphwiththesamedegreedistributionasan
empirical graph, and provides Monte-Carlo models for “expected topologies” of networks
with the observed degree distribution. Adamic et al. (2003) used this method to discover
that among networks with power-law degree distributions, only those with exponents in
the range 2 to 2.3 had a cohesive topology that allows searchability: the capacity to move
through successive hubs in connected local neighborhoods to ﬁnd an arbitrary target in
orders of magnitude fewer moves than required in a random search (Kleinberg, 2000).
3. Deﬁnitions for Types of Cohesive Topologies
3.1. Deﬁnitions, 1
Recall that a k-component is maximal if no superset has connectivity k. The breadth of a
k-component (see Section 2.2) is |Nk|, the number of nodes in its node set Nk, and its depth
is indexed by its cohesion contour level k.Acohesive cone of a graph G is a maximal set
of nested k-components of G (i.e., in which every K1, K2 pair of distinct k-components for
which K1 is of equal or lesser depth than K2 is ordered by set inclusion of its node sets,
NK1 ⊆ NK2). The depth h of a cone is the largest contour number of its k-components
and is uniquely deﬁned because they are fully ordered from 1 to h.Amono-cone of G
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node at its greatest connectivity h. There are always 3 or more cyclically-connected nodes
at this connectivity since cones by deﬁnition have a cohesive subset of connectivity 2 or
more.
Cones thus lend themselves to thinking of cohesion as a collective phenomenon, not a
matter of inequalities between individual nodes. Further, network hubs with a degree k that
is higher than their greatest contour c in a cone will have only the cohesion c < k of their
highest cohesive contour.
The ‘depth’ of connectivity for actors in a cohesive cone nicely captures the intuitive
sense of being involved in relations that are structurally embedded in a social network, in
direct contrast to “arms-length” connections (Uzzi, 1996). As such, one aspect of structural
embeddedness—thedepthofinvolvementinacohesivestructure—iscapturedbythenesting
of individuals, groups, or organizations in k-components.
Nested cohesive hierarchies, as in Section 2.3.3, offer one possible outcome of network
evolution.Asecondtypeofoutcome,oneofdispersionandoverlapamongcohesiveclusters,
mightco-evolvewithnon-equiprobableattachmentsofactorsororganizations,asindegree-
biasedormixed-biasgraphs(Sections2.3.4–2.3.5).Thecontourlevelofanodeisthelargest
k for a k-component of which it is a member.
Theoremsingraphicalevolutioncommonlydeduceﬁndingsaboutconceptsthatarelooser
than most mathematical deﬁnitions, such as deriving properties of ‘almost all graphs.’ In
this vein, we deﬁne a graph G with a mono-cone (macro) topology as one in which the
mono-cone of greatest depth has k-components that are orders of magnitude broader than
those of similar depth k for other mono-cones in G.
3.2. Deﬁnitions, 2
A multi-cone of a graph G is a set of cones of G, each having nodes in common with
others in the set. G has a multi-cone (macro) topology if its largest multi-cone has multiple
intersectingconeswithk-componentsatsimilardepthsandwithsimilarordersofmagnitude
in breadth, and if its k-components are deeper or, if of similar depth, orders of magnitude
broader than those of the mono-cones in G.
Analysisintermsofmulti-conesdiffersfrommanydensity-drivenapproachestocohesion
and clustering. The minimal density for a k-component with n nodes is k/(n − 1), so it is
possible to have various types of “structural holes” (Burt, 1992) within k-components and
within circles of intersecting k-components. Such circles, however, cannot involve k − 1
nodes in each intersection because the ensemble would then be a single k-component
rather than a set of distinct k-components. This constraint can produce some interesting
asymmetries in organizational networks.
The deﬁnition of a multi-cone topology allows multiple disconnected multi-cones with
diverse k-component properties. Thus, a third type of outcome of network evolution is one
of non-overlap among multiple cohesive clusters. Because discrete mono-cones are at most
1-connected, we do not discuss them here because they comprise a non-cohesive network
topology, and such networks lack the ﬁeld or organizational properties we associate with
cohesion.104 WHITE ET AL.
4. Case Studies
We have chosen three examples to provide a contrast set that includes: (1) large and small
networks; (2) 1- and 2-mode networks; (3) exact and approximate calculation of cohesive
embeddings; (4) different mixes of organizational and ﬁeld properties and of organizations
within ﬁelds; (5) examples of the contrast between k-components and other cohesively
embeddedsubsets;and(6)greaterandlessertendenciestowardsdegree-biasorrandomness
in attachments. We ﬁrst discuss each case in some detail and then present a proposition
relating to our broader interest in the cohesive characters of organizations and ﬁelds and to
the properties of the example.
4.1. Case 1: Cohesive Hierarchy in Davis’s Southern Women Events Network
We examine data collected on women’s attendance at society-page events in a nine month
period during the 1930s. The data derive from a sociological study conducted in a town in
thedeepsouth.Thisnetworkillustratesanumberofpointsaboutcohesion.First,althougha
similaranalysiscouldbedoneofsocialrelationshipsamongindividuals(a1-modenetwork),
this example shows how cohesion analysis is equally appropriate to a bipartite (2-mode)
network of actors. The concept of cohesion is applicable here to the relationships among
the women, among the events, and within the ensemble of women-and-events. Second, it is
a network with a temporal dynamic since the events are ordered in time. Third, it illustrates
a mono-cone topology, and how any k-component with k > 1i snecessarily also cohesive
at level k − 1. Fourth, it displays the difference between k-components proper and other
embedded subsets within the deepest k-component of a cone. Fifth, since these data have
been analyzed repeatedly, our results may be compared with studies that use different tools
for network analysis. For this comparison, the reader should consult Freeman’s (2003)
meta-analysis of all previous studies of the Southern women/events network.
Figure 1 derives from the attendance matrix recorded by Davis et al. (1941, p. 148).
Womenareshownasdarkernodeswithﬁrstnames,andeventsaslighternodeswithnumbers
in their interior. The larger-sized numbers attached to events, 1 to 14, give the temporal
sequence.Thescalingofnodesisaspring-embeddingthatpullsnodestogetherwhentheyare
attached and pushes them apart when they are not attached. Spring-embedding is consistent
with the idea of scaling-by-cohesion, whereas a spatial scaling such as correspondence
analysis puts nodes together when they have the same attachments even if they are not
connected.
The concentric solid-line contours around sets of nodes are labeled for the successive
k-componentsofthegraph:Fourteenwomenandnineeventsareinthe4-component;ﬁfteen
women and thirteen events in the 3-component; and the network as a whole is biconnected
(a bicomponent). The women who share membership in more cohesive k-components of
the mono-cone represent the more embedded structural collectives. Thus relations among
Helen,Laura,andTheresainﬁgure1,forinstance,havemoredeeplyembeddedconnections
with one another than with Olivia, Flora or Dorothy.
The tree-like structure to the right of ﬁgure 1 displays the results of the Moody-White
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Figure 1.A hierarchy of nested k-components (4-cone), with cohesive contours. Key. The k-components identi-
ﬁed by the Moody-White (2003) algorithm within the bipartite graph of events and actors in events are enclosed
in solid-line cohesive contours and labeled k = 2, 3 and 4. The larger numbers 1–14 give the temporal order of
events. The branching tree at right shows the order in which the algorithm ﬁnds ﬁrst the k-components (again
labeled k = 2, 3 and 4) and then the remaining embedded subsets that remain following removal of four central
events within the 4-component. The dotted lines in the graph separate the 1- and 2-components identiﬁed at steps
5 and 7 by the algorithm, and the 1-, 2-, and 3-components identiﬁed at steps 6, 8 and 9. These sets are separated
out within the 4-component by the dashed lines for subsets on opposite sides of the 4-component split. The only
other four node 4-component split (also found by the algorithm but not shown) places temporal event 6 in the
lower-left embedded set and removes Nora from the upper-right embedded set.
and structural embedding in the graph. It identiﬁes the successively more cohesive k-
components labeled k = 2 through k = 4. The 1- and 2-components completely overlap
andcontainnestedthreeandfourcomponents.Asgraphfragmentsareparedawaytolocate
these structures, once the most cohesive component is identiﬁed, the algorithm proceeds
to split this 4-component into the only two subsets that can be separated by removal of
four events (cutsets of size 4, or 4-cuts), and then to analyze cohesion when each of these
two subsets is considered on their own. These further levels of structural embeddedness
are demarcated in ﬁgure 1 by the concentric regions enclosed by dashed lines within the
4-component.
Cohesive embeddings within k-components are not unique when found by removal of
k nodes, which is the last step in the Moody-White algorithm. Finding multiple overlap-
ping sets, however, can again be a useful result. There are two such 4-cuts within the
Southern women 4-component: One removes four central events to separate two opposing106 WHITE ET AL.
clusters of structurally embedded women and events, and the other removes three of
these central events plus one woman to give a slightly different result as to the place-
ment of this woman (Nora) in deﬁning boundaries between the opposing clusters. These
divisions agree in the main with the ﬁndings of other methods, but also display a ba-
sis for the variability that we ﬁnd in comparing their results (Freeman, 2003). The 4-
cuts for the broadest structurally embedded clusters divide into three sets: (A) events 1–5
(or 1–6) (occurring in temporal order 2, 5, 7, 11 and 12) and the women who attended
them; (B) events 10–14 (occurring in order 4, 8, 13, 14) and the women who attended
them (C) the cut-set of events 6–9 (or 7–9) that include some women from the both
clusters.
By keeping the bipartite network intact, the structural cohesion approach is able to si-
multaneously model the full ordering of k-components, the partial ordering of cohesively
embedded sets, and the temporal ordering of events. Event dynamics may be viewed at
http://eclectic.ss.uci.edu/∼drwhite/dynamics/DavisTime002.htm for a series of 14 slides,
one for each event in the time-series. Viewed dynamically, the transitions among events
move between sets (C-A-B-C-A-B-A-C-B-A) for the ﬁrst nine transitions but not the last
four (B-B-A-A-C-C; p=.03), showing a dynamic with a mix of randomness and repetitive
sequencing that alternates between competitive and integrative events.
4.2. Implications of Mono-Cone Topology (Proposition 1)
Networks as Fields. Based on the probability models in Section 2.3, we expect networks
to be more likely to represent ﬁelds when they have a mono-cone cohesive topology or
single stacked multiconnectivity hierarchy. Some of the processes that contribute to mono-
cone cohesive topologies are random attachments (Section 2.3.2), locally-biased attach-
ments (Section 2.3.6), degree-biased (Section 2.3.5) and mixed (Section 2.3.4) attachments
with power-law exponents on degree distributions between 2–2.3, and assortative mixing
(Section 2.3.7). Our case 3 (Section 4.5) will exemplify the last two properties plus attach-
ment bias to cohesion. Degree-biased and mixed attachments with exponents less than 2
(Sections 2.3.4–2.3.5) will tend to produce multi-cone topologies.
The Southern women network in ﬁgure 1 illustrates the nested structure of cohesion
in a mono-cone topology. While small, the Southern women’s network is a good exam-
ple of a ﬁeld. There is organization here, but it is informal and emergent, with clustered
sets of women organizing different events and inviting members of their clusters or larger
community, and some invitees attending and some not at each level. Within each of the
most deeply embedded sets of women who associated in opposing event-sets, individual
records of attendance are highly variable: Freeman and White (1993) show with a lattice
representationthenear-randomintersectionsofattendeeswithineachcluster.Still,thelatent
organizationaltendenciesintheoppositionalstructuralembeddingswithinthe4-component
indicate informal organization into subgroups (somewhat like multi-cones having a com-
mon 4-cohesive contour). The timing of which of these two latent groups sponsor which
of the events, however, is irregular, even if turn-taking or competition is involved in the
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4.3. Case 2: Visualizing Multi-Cone Topologies in a Large Network
We move next to the case of a social science co-authorship network, with a particular focus
on the largest bicomponent (N =29,462 authors) of papers listed in Sociological Abstracts
from 1963–1999. Because computation of k-components in large networks is prohibitively
time consuming, we map cohesive contours using an approximation technique developed
by Moody (2004). His results in ﬁgure 2 show a multi-cone structure.
Figure 2 shows the 3 d and 2 d results of Moody’s procedure for large networks that
ﬁnds approximate cohesive contour plots instead of computing k-components directly. He
built on the fact that a force-directed graph or spring-embedding algorithm will draw nodes
near one another with force proportional to their cohesion and push them apart the lower
their cohesion. He calculated the number of nodes within xy squares of constant areas in
the spring-embedder scaling of the network and then plotted a smooth probability density
function (bivariate kernal density) over the squares in the xy surface. This approximation
procedure maps relative contours, some of which wrap around multiple cohesive cones
(shown as peaks in ﬁgure 2) and allows estimation of a structural embedding variable that
varies by node according to the density of the xy square where it is located. Two clear peaks
appear in the relative contour plot, one signiﬁcantly taller than the other. The major peak
corresponds to people writing in general sociology, while the shorter peak corresponds
to people writing largely on topics related to public health. The 2 d contours show two
distinct cones above contour 2.74 (one with two subcones with slight rises in contour at the
depression) and a contour at 2.11 in the 3 d image that wraps around both the larger peaks
as well as the lower cones.
Organizationalnetworksneednotbesmallinsize,andco-authorshipnetworks,byvirtue
of the distinctions imposed by the formal architecture of sub-disciplines, focused specialty
journals and training programs, may be taken to represent structural mid-points between
organizational networks and more open ﬁelds that tend toward mono-cone cohesion. The
plots for this network show a multi-cone topology, consistent with the probability models
that we expect to apply to organizational networks (Sections 2.3.6 and 4.4, below).
4.4. Implications of Multi-Cone Topology (Proposition 2)
Organizational Networks. Organizations tend to impose boundaries between differenti-
ated subgroups in their division of labor. Within organizations we expect multiple overlap-
ping cohesive groups (and thus multi-cones topologies) that result from the segmentation
and networking of individuals and groups under the constraints of interdependent activities
andformallinesofsupervisoryauthorityandregulation.Thispropositioncorrespondstothe
idea that organizations have substructures and an internal division of labor. We also expect
the observed multi-cones to overlap and cross-cut the formal organizational job descrip-
tions. Of interest is how overlapping cohesive cones integrate the organization, and what
are the implications of the overlaps and their sizes compared to those of the intersecting
k-components.
Intermsofmicro-macrolinkage,theprobabilitymodelsthatgeneratemulti-conestructure
arelocally-biasedattachments(Section2.3.6)anddegree-biasedandmixedattachmentsand108 WHITE ET AL.
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Figure 2. Social science coauthorship network largest bicomponent (n = 29,462).NETWORKS, FIELDS AND ORGANIZATIONS 109
topologies(Sections2.3.5and2.3.4)incaseswherethepower-lawdegreedistributionshave
exponents less than 2. Where the exponent exceeds 3 virtually no cohesion is expected in
the graph, so the expected topology is neither mono-cone nor multi-cone.
Multi-cone topology focuses on overlaps among cohesive k-components and embed-
dings. Topological variants in this class capture many of the properties associated with
ideas about social spaces or manifolds that form the communicative spines of organi-
zations (Friedkin, 1998). What deﬁnes a multi-cone structure is a maximal subgraph of
k-components in which some of the contours around the k-components embed the con-
tours of multiple cones. These speciﬁc multi-cone contours hold together various disjoint
structures of higher multiconnectivity. Multi-cone contours (‘ridges’) are thus a potentially
powerful and predictive feature of organizations. When some of the k-components in these
ridge-type structures overlap with only a single node in common, a situation may arise
that Likert (1961) calls organizational link-pins: identiﬁed sets of individuals who belong
uniquely to two distinct cohesive groups (e.g., where they might be a supervisor in one
and supervised in another). Similarly, Likert’s model of an organizational short-circuit is
a cohesive group that spans three levels of supervisory authority (and overlaps with other
cohesive groups) and can be modeled by a combination of cohesive groups and supervisory
relations.
4.5. Case 3: Biotechnology Collaborations as a Field of Embedded Networks
Powelletal.(2004)analyzedthedevelopmentandelaborationoftheﬁeldofbiotechnology,
showinghowtheformation,dissolution,andrewiringofnewandrepeatednetworktiesover
a twelve-year period, from 1988 to 1999, shaped and reshaped the opportunity structure of
the ﬁeld. For this network, the idea of a ﬁeld captures the diversity of organizations more
aptly than any other term, such as industry or population. Universities, government labs,
and nonproﬁt hospitals and research institutes are a critical part of the ﬁeld; while on the
commercialside,establishedpharmaceuticalﬁrmsanddedicatedbiotechnologycompanies
are involved in bringing new medicines to market. In this commercial ﬁeld of the life
sciences, cohesive blocks play a major role in the network dynamics. We also observed
degree-biased power-law distributions (Section 2.3.5) for ﬁrms in biotechnology, which
are typical of networks with preferential attachments to degree and a tendency towards the
formation of central hubs. Deep empirical knowledge of the industry, however, led us to
question whether this power-law tendency was not due to a degree-based attachment bias
toward more central nodes (Section 2.3.2) but to a preference for access to well-connected
butd iversely afﬁliated nodes that had the ability to recognize and access novel information,
and hence a cohesion-biased attachment process.
Hence, we investigated the hypothesis of preferential attachment to structural cohesion
in the biotech industry. A series of network visualizations highlighted both the evolving
topology of the ﬁeld and the processes by which new ties and organizations were added.
We turned to a statistical examination of network formation and dissolution, and assessed
the effects of alternative mechanisms of attachment, including rich-get-richer, homophily,
follow-thetrend,andpreferencefordiversity.Oneresultoftheanalysiswastoshowthatthe
processes of attachment changed as organizations aged and their portfolios of connections110 WHITE ET AL.
changed. Micro-level choices and macro-network trends were seen to co-evolve in ways
that led to shifts in the dominant logics of afﬁliation.
Rather than a static structure of hierarchical cohesion, this science-based ﬁeld has a
preference for novelty. The most central ﬁrms search for new sources of innovation on
the periphery and pull the new entrants into the center. This is an example of the search
capability referenced earlier (Section 2.3.8 (Adamic et al., 2003): indeed, the exponent
for the power-law degree distributions for each of the biotech subsectors is within
the 2–2.3 range as expected). The most cohesive biotech cluster appears to have the widest
search horizons, while lesser cohesion entails narrower, less multiconnected perspectives.
The ‘ladder’ structure of the mono-cone ﬁeld represents both an open elite (Owen-Smith
et al., 2004), whose members ‘prospect’ for likely newcomers throughout the network,
and a hierarchy that shapes attachment preferences and search behavior across the
ﬁeld.
Figure 3, using Moody’s density function method, captures in the scaling contour the
mix of a static element (a cohesive hierarchy) and a dynamic element, that of central ﬁrms
reaching out to the perimeter of the network, which shows up in the scaling contour as a
wave effect: a scaling displacement seen in the raised cohesive contour of the outer ring
around the central cone in the ﬁgure. This secondary structure is an emergent feature of the
ﬁeld created by the Schumpeterian dynamic of the innovation ‘pump’ in this industry, in
whichhighlycohesiveﬁrmsreachouttoformnewtieswiththoseonthecohesiveperiphery.
Drawn after our Powell et al. (2004) analyses were complete, ﬁgure 3 helps to conﬁrm the
operation and structure of this pump independently of the earlier evidence: Namely, that a
core feature of the innovation process is operating through the ﬁeld of external contracts
among ﬁrms and the dynamics of new-tie formation.
Figure3,however,largelyﬁtsthestructureofamono-cone,consistentwithProposition1
inwhichwearguedthatﬁeldsshouldhaveamono-conestructure.Partofthereasonforthis
predictionisthatﬁeldsarebydeﬁnitionfreeroforganizationalconstraintsthanorganizations
per se,s othat, as with networks in which ties form randomly (Section 2.3.3), cohesion at
the level of the broader k-components tends to cumulate into a single hierarchy. In the
biotech case, however, there is also strong bias, statistically demonstrable, of attachment
to structural cohesion. We might ﬁnd cases, however, where organizational features of
networkscharacterizedbymulti-conesandridge-typestructuresareemergentwithinaﬁeld
at the level of both local neighborhoods (regularities in clusters of interactions) and the
overall network.
4.6. Implications for Multi-Cone Topologies (Proposition 3)
Multi-Organizational Fields and Difference in Scale. If an organization is more likely
to have a multi-cone topology and a ﬁeld a mono-cone topology, how do we conceptualize
a multi-organizational ﬁeld with an overall mono-cone topology when contained within
it are narrower regions of multi-cone organizational networks? This is possible because
differences of scale between organizations and ﬁelds operate at two different levels. This
is reﬂected in our ‘looser’ deﬁnitions of topological structures, which permit the interlock
of contrasting levels in cohesive scale (depth vs. breadth, which relate inversely in a singleNETWORKS, FIELDS AND ORGANIZATIONS 111
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Figure 3. Density estimates for the ﬁeld of biotechnology.112 WHITE ET AL.
cone)accordingtotheirrelativefrequencies.Thecohesionofanorganizationisoftengreater
but more narrowly distributed than that of ﬁelds (Section 1.2), while that of ﬁelds may be
shallowerbutbroaderinthenumberofnodescomprisedineachofthesmallerorganizational
networks.Tobemono-coneinthepresenceofsuchsmallerorganizationalstructureswithin
its network, the ﬁeld must have broader k-components (i.e., with signiﬁcantly more nodes)
than comparable k-components in the intersecting cohesive cones of organizations. The
cohesive cones within organizations, then, will overlap with those of the mono-cone ﬁeld
to varying degrees.
In the case of degree-biased network topologies (Section 2.3.5), the presence of many
smaller organizational structures within the network will tend to reduce the exponent of the
degreedistributiontowithintherange1–2andtoreducethelikelihoodthatthenetworkwill
qualifyasaﬁeld.Weconjecturethatwhennetworkswithdegree-biasednetworktopologies
haveanexponentbetween2and2.3,roughlyconsistentwiththepresenceofcohesionamong
hubs of the networks, the network will qualify as a ﬁeld.1
5. Discussion and Conclusion
Structural cohesion measures, speciﬁcally k-components and the cohesive cones in which
k-components are often embedded, provide precise ways to operationalize and test the ex-
tent to which hierarchically nested or overlapping subnetworks characterize a given social
ﬁeldororganizationwithinitslargernetworkenvironment,andtotesthypothesesaboutthe
consequencesofcohesivememberships,overlaps,andnetworktopologies.Theseconcepts,
when cast in terms of network topologies, help to link broad organizational and network
theories and propositions with speciﬁc structural measures and testable hypotheses such as
those of Predictive Structural Cohesion theory. At the core of PSC theory is, ﬁrst of all, an
account of how units with greater cohesion act as transmission ampliﬁers, as organizations
utilize the redundancies of multiple channels to overcome the distance decay that typically
occurs with single-path network transmission. Second, multi-cone structures help to focus
attention on the interfaces between more cohesive subgroups whose occupants may play
crucial roles in organizational connectivity, e.g., with respect to supervisory relations, over-
all communication quality, and coordination. Third, they explain how reliable transmission
at a distance can occur between distant social positions in an organization or a ﬁeld, via
higher levels of multiconnectivity operating through intersecting cohesive groups. Fourth,
they explain how weak or even strong ties can occur between nodes or individuals that
are quite distant, when there is high solidarity in terms of perceived agreement and ac-
knowledged inﬂuence. Multi-cone and ridge structures provide a framework for accounts
of communicative spines of organizations that are heavily dependent on intermediaries,
subgroups, and role positions in complex interlocking positions, and differently conﬁgured
than mono-cone cohesive structures.
We argued for extending PSC theory to identify the network footprints of ﬁelds and
organizationsasdistinctbutinterlockingconcepts,andtostudyhoworganizationsmaygain
the beneﬁts of integration into larger ﬁelds through overlaps and ‘contours’ of cohesion.
Our goal here was to develop additional analytic vocabulary for the study of cohesive
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concepts with examples from network studies. Our contrasting deﬁnitions of ﬁelds and
organizations take into account that real world empirical networks mix elements from both
levels of observation, just as different probabilistic biases are found in mixed rather than
pure form (Section 2.3), and cones with different breadth and depth measures of cohesion
may be found in different mixes. Our arguments and explanations are oriented towards
identifying a class of strong micro-macro linkages between the behavior of agents in a
network context and the network topology that their behavior generates (there are of course
many other micro-macro links not discussed here where network processes generate one
form of topology or another, see for example: Johnsen, 1985; Snijders, 2001; Robins et al.,
in press, White and Johansen, 2004, introduction).
Behavior re-tunes in turn to exploit or explore alterations in network structure and per-
ceived dynamics, and the micro-macro feedback process is recursive.
In introducing the concept of ﬁeld, we observed that ﬁelds are conceived as having fewer
constraints on interactions than organizations, and we argued from probabilistic models to
explain our prediction of the tendency for broad mono-cones to occur in ﬁelds as a product
of interactions that occur at random and are less structured purely local attachment bias
or by degree or ‘popularity’ biases that fall within certain ranges deﬁned by the exponent
associated with such biases (Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.8). When organizations build heavy
degree-biases into their interactions, the micro-macro linkages of probability models (Sec-
tion 2.3.5) map these biases into greater likelihoods of multi-cone network topologies, for
example,whentheexponentofthepower-lawdegreedistributionisbetween2.3and3.This
is because these degree distributions entail the creation of cohesive subsets that emerge out
of overlaps of sizeable sets of nodes that have different sets of hubs in common but the
hubs tend to be disconnected among themselves (Adamic et al., 2003). In contrast, hubs
tend to be connected and contribute to formation of a mono-cone ﬁeld topology when such
exponents scale between 2 and 2.3, but when they fall below 2 the topology that is gen-
erated tends once again to be multi-cone because of cohesive clusters dominated by local
rather than global hubs. While recognizing the importance of power-law distributions by
degree (Barab´ asi, 2003), however, many other attachment mechanisms may drive network
evolution.
Using the properties of cohesive network topologies, as in our examples, we are better
abletolearnhowtopredictsocialphenomenasuchasbehaviorinandevolutionoforganiza-
tions, tie formation in networks, and the dynamics of ﬁelds. Our micro-macro propositions
one(Section4.2)andtwo(Section4.4),backedbyprobabilisticmodels,predictconnections
between organizational processes structured by formal goals and/or designs and multi-cone
networktopologies,whileﬁeld-levelprocessesthatarelessconstrainedbeneﬁtfrommono-
cone network topologies that emerge from more ﬂuid interactions. These propositions offer
the beginnings of a more general theoretical base (with transferable measurability of cohe-
sive structures) for understanding how micro-behavior and local network topology connect
tothemacro-topologyofnetworks,andforunderstandingthedynamicsandfeedbackloops
between the two. Proposition three (Section 4.6) shows how mono- and multi-cone topolo-
gies may interlock as ﬁelds and organizations through differences in two complementary
types of scale, one in breadth of membership of a cohesive set and the other in depth of
cohesive embedding. Within a single cone these vary inversely, and deep but narrow (and114 WHITE ET AL.
segmented) organizational cohesion is compatible with the broader but shallower cohesion
of a ﬁeld.
A theory of multi-cone structures in organizations ﬁts into the general class of
neighborhood-based network processes that are applicable to the study of markets, compe-
tition,andorganizationalﬁeldsandcommunitieswhoseglobalstructureemergesfromlocal
processes. When ampliﬁed by cohesion arguments, multi-cone structures provide a pow-
erful model of information ﬂows and social inﬂuence in organizations and ﬁelds be they
informal or formal. Friedkin’s (1998) work establishes that multiconnectivity has major
effects, for example, on interpersonal inﬂuence.
Mono-cone ﬁeld processes appear simpler by comparison to those of multi-cone struc-
tures, but when studied dynamically, as in our biotechnology example, they also illustrate
complex internal processes. The mono-cone structure of biotechnology is one where ﬂex-
ible and shifting ties span the ﬁeld and create the type of single hierarchically-embedded
cohesive structure that is documented in our examples in ﬁgures 1 and 3. Cohesion acts in
this ﬁeld as a radar screen for searching for prospective partners, a ladder for successive
attachments, and a source of collaborative resources.
In sum, cohesive hierarchies of different sorts have especially useful and predictive
topologies. We have deﬁned and illustrated the two basic forms of cohesive topologies,
mono-cone hierarchies and multi-cone ridge structures. By identifying the organizational
andﬁeldaspectsofnetworksandtheirmicro-macrolinkages,wemaybeinabetterposition
to develop a network basis for organizational theory that is sensitive not only to the internal
networksoforganizationsbutalsotovariationsinthetypeandintensityofnetworklinkages
into the ﬁelds in which they are embedded.
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Note
1. Onecanspeculatethatwhenoneorganizationpopulatesthehighestk-componentofaﬁeldtheshapeoftheﬁeld
islikelytochangeintothatofamulti-coneasthedominantorganizationactstoreshufﬂeactivitiesintheﬁeldand
to restructure cohesive ties to form interlocked and supervised subgroups. Case 2 might represent outcome of
this process if we consider the American Sociological Association as the organization that governs the division
of publications among journals. Attachment biases to cohesion per se, such as we ﬁnd in the biotech industry,
may also prevent organizational monopolies over the cohesive core of an entire ﬁeld. Because in the biotech
study organizations (and their internal networks) were collapsed into single nodes the problem addressed in
proposition 3 did not arise directly but resurfaced as we observed new organizational forms emerge out of
inter-organizational relations, as corporations merged and split, bought one another out, and formed long-term
strategic alliances.NETWORKS, FIELDS AND ORGANIZATIONS 115
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